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full of meaning and that of the most moral and exemplary
character. His " Awakened Sinner," for instance, has a
powerful dramatic poem in it, but it ought to have been
expressed as a poem not as a picture* Its total want of
tone and harmony is enough to kill it as a picture.
Pre-Raphaelitism was most necessary, but only as a
passing phase, to correct the vagueness and insincerity of
previous art. Those who have learnt its lesson best are
those who, like Millais, have passed away from the stage
that produced such things as the " Ophelia," and have
learnt what tone is without unlearning what truth is.-
There, that's rather a long sermon and one you will
.find many faults or flaws in. But I pin my whole
artistic faith—and it is a subject I think more about and
take more interest in every year—on the primary rule that
no art is good which is pot beautiful. The contemplation
of beauty teaches its own sufficient lesson. And I say no
more but that I see no beauty—and no dignity—in either
the Virgin or the Innocents of H.H.'s" Triumph ".
As to myself, I am reading away pretty hard at various
things and find my time taken up pleasantly, and well I
hope, too. I have written nothing but little things, one
of which you shall see next month—and freely criticize.
As to that other idea of the House, it likes me well in
many ways and I have more than once thought of it, but
should I ever be free again? Would not life be lost in
slavery to party managers and local wire-pullers, who
would instinctively object to me in their constituencies?
And then one would be poor—and easy circumstances^are
some part of freedom after all. But who knows!
When are you coming to London?  Let me know.
I return to 2 T.C. on Tuesday.
Yours ever,
J.C.B,

